
All models. All accessories.



Make a great thing even better.
You choose your favorite Volkswagen model. We make 
it easy to customize it to match your lifestyle even more.

Choose from our large collection of Genuine Volkswagen 
Accessories—they’re unequaled in quality, looks, and 
performance. And since they’re specifically designed for 
your particular make and model, your dealer can quickly 
install everything before you head out on the road.
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The power of personality.

The Beetle is back, with a new style and a new attitude. 
Now turbocharge yours with Genuine Volkswagen Accessories 
and make it an original in its own right. From 21st-century 
technology and sleek wheels—all the way down to the floor 
mats—it’s your chance to customize this piece of history to 
fit your lifestyle.

Beetle Put your spin on it.

They’re not only the finishing touches for that custom look. Because these wheels are 
designed specifically for your Beetle, they’re also the smart choice for performance. 
So get those wheels turning—and watch people’s heads follow suit.

Wheels

18˝ twister wheel and center cap

19˝ tornado wheel  
and center cap

17˝ heritage white  
wheel and chrome 

center and ring

18˝ disk wheel 
and center cap

18˝ silver 
helix wheel

A rare opportunity.

With the completely redesigned Beetle, you can’t help but attract a lot of attention. 
So, what do you want people to see? Check out our wide range of top gear to add 
your style—and make your Beetle unlike any other.

Sport & Design

custom vehicle graphics (vwsecondskin.com)
Sport & Design

pedal caps valve stem caps

license plate frames

key fob skins

nickname badges

Buy Beetle Accessories Now Buy Beetle Accessories Now

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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Beetle:

17˝ Anthracite Helix Wheel

17˝ Heritage Black Wheel and 
Chrome Center and Ring

17˝ Heritage White Wheel and 
Chrome Center and Ring

18˝ Disk Wheel and Center Cap

18˝ Silver Helix Wheel

18˝ Twister Wheel and Center Cap

19˝ Tornado Wheel and Center Cap 
(available on 2.0T only)

3M® Car Care Products

Basic Alarm

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Custom Vehicle Graphics (VWSecondSkin.com)

Engine Preheaters

First Aid Kit

Fog Light Retrofit Kit

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

Key Fob Skins

License Plate Frames

Locking Wheel Bolts

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats® (available in black, white, yellow, red, and blue)

Monster Mats® (available in Beetle, Turbo, and TDI)

Navigation Radio Retrofit

Nickname Badges (Bug, Beetle, Vocho, Maggiolino, Käfer)

Park Distance Control

Pedal Caps

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Valve Stem Caps

Warning Triangle

Tune in to the 21st century.

If you think the new design is astounding, the technology will blow your mind. 
From the in-dash touchscreen navigation system to adapters that plug your digital 
media playback device into the car stereo, the Beetle pushes all the right buttons.

Communication

mdi adapter cables

navigation radio retrofit

Help prolong that new car feel.

The Beetle is an instant classic, so make sure you keep yours in pristine shape. 
Floor mats. Trunk liners. A basic alarm system. Even car covers. Anything you need 
to help protect your car inside and out—without having to compromise your style.

Comfort & Protection

first aid kit

custom car covers

basic alarmmonster mats®

mojomats®

heavy duty trunk liner 
with cargo blocks

Comfort & Protection

ipod® is a registered trademark of apple, inc.

splash guards
Buy Beetle Accessories Now Buy Beetle Accessories Now

Buy Car Covers Now
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CC
The statement that will make the rounds.

Your wheels are one of the first things people will notice and quite possibly the 
feature that’ll stick in their minds long after you’ve passed. So what do you want 
people to remember? Choose from our alloy wheels to make a great first—and 
lasting—impression.

Wheels

Everything for your custom look.

From the sporty front valance to the chrome exhaust tips, you can make sure your 
CC is unlike any other. Choose from our large list of accessories to get that custom 
look that’ll make other people look twice when you drive by.

Sport & Design

High performance meets high style.

The CC is already a head turner. Now you can add refinements 
to make it truly unique. Want to reflect your personality? 
Enhance its functionality? Get more enjoyment from every trip? 
Why compromise when you can have it all. Customize your CC 
to match your lifestyle in every detail.

pedal caps

lip spoiler

deluxe sliding ski/snowboard attachment*

bike holder attachment*

surfboard holder attachment*

luggage platform*

roof box carrier attachment*

kayak holder attachment*

fork mount bike
carrier attachment*

TransportGear up in style.

On the road, your CC has no equal. But it doesn’t only look sporty—it will also 
help carry your sports and leisure gear wherever you want to go. Even your 
luggage becomes a design accessory with this attractive transportation system 
engineered for your CC.

*shown with base carrier bars.

19˝ sagitta wheel

18˝ thunder wheel

19˝ motorsport wheel

Buy CC Accessories Now Buy CC Accessories Now

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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Comfort & Protection

custom car covers

splash guards

door sill
protection

Keep good-looking looking great.

Who knew that practical accessories could be so stylish? Just take a look at our 
floor mats, the trunk organizer, and the custom car covers—you won’t find smarter 
or more elegant ways to help safeguard your car.

heavy duty trunk liner
with cargo blocks

mojomats® monster mats®

CC:

17˝ Sima Wheel

18˝ Thunder Wheel

19˝ Motorsport Wheel

19˝ Sagitta Wheel

3M® Car Care Products

Base Carrier Bars

Cargo Net

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Door Sill Protection

Double-Sided Trunk Liner

First Aid Kit

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

Lip Spoiler

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Park Distance Control

Pedal Caps

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Valve Stem Caps

Warning Triangle

10  |  CC

Buy CC Accessories Now Buy CC Accessories NowBuy Car Covers Now
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Eos

All shiny—and so you.

Chrome accents and aluminum pedal caps may not make your car faster, but 
they sure are a quick way to add a polished look to your Eos. Check out our many 
accessories to make your Eos reflect your personality.

Sport & Design

Eye-catching features. Exclusive designs. 
Eos Accessories.

Put the top down and turn the style of your Eos all the way up. 
From body-styling components to interior design features to 
MDI adapter cables, you can customize your Eos to match your 
lifestyle inside and out.

Comfort & Protection
Admire the view for longer.

With its hardtop roof, the Eos already offers more comfort and protection than 
most convertibles. But why stop there? Now you can add even more layers—from 
floor mats to trunk liners to car covers—to help keep your Eos as good as new.

13  |  Eos

rear lip spoiler

pedal caps

trunk liner

custom car covers

monster mats® mojomats®

license plate frame

Buy Car Covers Now

Buy Eos Accessories Now Buy Eos Accessories Now
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CommunicationAdvanced in every way.

Drive with the top down and your head in the clouds—and still be in touch 
with everything on planet Earth. From the in-dash navigation system to MDI 
adapters that plug into your car’s stereo, the Eos features some of the best 
technology under the sun.

14  |  Eos

Eos:

17˝ Akiros Wheel

17˝ Arigos Wheel

17˝ Azuro Wheel

18˝ Velos Wheel

3M® Car Care Products

Chrome Look Accent Strip

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Door Sill Protection

First Aid Kit

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Navigation Radio Retrofit RNS315

Park Distance Control

Pedal Caps

Rear Bumper Clear Vinyl Protector

Rear Lip Spoiler

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Valve Stem Caps

Volkswagen License Plate Frames

Warning Triangle

Attract attention at every turn.

No custom look is complete without a fine set of wheels. So check out our selection—
they’re designed specifically for your Eos and offer the best choice for quality, fit, 
and performance. Talk about putting a new spin on expressing your style.

Wheels

17˝ arigos wheel 18˝ velos wheel

17˝ azuro wheel
navigation radio retrofit rns315

mdi adapter cables ipod® is a registered trademark of apple, inc.

Buy Eos Accessories Now Buy Eos Accessories Now

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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Golf Sport & Design

Give your Golf a style all its own.

It’s so much fun to drive, no wonder the Golf is one of the 
most popular cars in the world. Plus, with its hatchback, roomy 
interiors, and great rack options, it can pack a ton of gear to 
adapt to your lifestyle in every way. So leave boring behind—
and customize your Golf with our long list of accessories.

Comfort & Protection

It practically keeps itself clean.

The Golf is big on practicality—and staying clean and comfortable is right on 
top of the list. Give your car a helping hand with such things as durable floor 
mats and door sill protectors that are as tough and durable as they are stylish.

17  |  Golf

Huge in personality.

Don’t just stop with choosing the trim and your favorite color. It’s time to add 
the personal touches to make your Golf stand out and truly make it your own. 
From front valances to rear spoilers and everything in between—the details 
make all the difference.

mojomats®

custom car covers

monster mats®

pedal caps sunroof deflector

rear hatch spoiler

Sport & Design

door sill 
protection

carbon fiber-look 
b pillar trim

Buy Car Covers Now

Buy Golf Accessories Now Buy Golf Accessories Now
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TransportPut your Golf in gear.

Wherever you want to go, and whatever you want to do, your Golf is ready 
to pack up and get on the road. But no need to keep it all inside—with the 
various roof rack attachments, you can show off your gear while you’re 
heading to your destination.

18  |  Golf

Four times the looks.

It’s too bad that you can’t see the wheels of your own car when you’re driving. You 
will, however, notice others checking them out. So take a peek at our selection of 
alloy wheels and give your Golf the custom look it deserves.

Wheels

17˝ onyx black 17˝ silex wheel

Golf:

17˝ Onyx Black

17˝ Silex Wheel

3M® Car Care Products

Base Carrier Bars

Carbon Fiber-look B Pillar Trim

Carbon Fiber-look Trunk Appliqué

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Das Auto Plates

Door Sill Protection

First Aid Kit

Front Valance

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

LED Mini Torch Light

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Park Distance Control

Pedal Caps

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Rear and Side Window Sun Blinds

Rear Hatch Spoiler

Side Skirts

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Sunroof Deflector

Valve Stem Caps

Volkswagen Clear Film Protection System™

Warning Triangle

*shown with base carrier bars.

deluxe sliding ski/snowboard attachment*

bike holder attachment*

surfboard holder attachment*

luggage platform*

roof box carrier attachment*

kayak holder attachment*

fork mount bike
carrier attachment*

Buy Golf Accessories Now Buy Golf Accessories Now

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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GTI Sport & Design

Inject your style.

The quickest way to customize your GTI? Just select 
your favorite Genuine Volkswagen Accessories and 
get it installed at your dealership. No, really, that’s it. 
What are you waiting for?

Comfort & Protection

Flawless finish.

Whether you’re out on the town or racing to work, don’t let dirt mess up 
your fun. Get floor mats to help protect your carpet and splash guards 
to leave the dust in the dust.

21  |  GTI

Customized fit.

It’s true, the GTI was built by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, so it already has quite 
a lot of stylish features. Which doesn’t mean you can’t add more to give yours 
that custom look.

splash guards custom car covers

monster mats®

front valance diffuser

Sport & Design

mojomats®

pedal caps license plate frame

Buy GTI Accessories Now Buy GTI Accessories Now

Buy Car Covers Now
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Transport
Smart carrier.

With roof racks designed for your GTI, it won’t take you long to get 
your gear safely in place—so you can get where you want to go faster. 
Go ahead, time yourself.

22  |  GTI

Nice wheels.

Of course, people will be admiring your whole GTI. But when you 
customize yours with a set of our alloy wheels, you’ll probably hear 

“Nice wheels!” more often.

Wheels

18˝ motorsport wheel 18˝ topas wheel

always obey local speed and traffic laws.

GTI:

18˝ Motorsport Wheel

18˝ Topas Wheel

3M® Car Care Products

6-Speed Golf Ball Shifter

Alloy Wheels

Carbon Fiber-look B Pillar Trim

Carbon Fiber-look Trunk Appliqué

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

First Aid Kit

Front Valance Diffuser

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

License Plate Frames

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Park Distance Control

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Sunroof Deflector

Valve Stem caps

Volkswagen Clear Film Protection System™

Warning Triangle

*shown with base carrier bars.

deluxe sliding ski/snowboard attachment*

bike holder attachment*

surfboard holder attachment*

luggage platform*

roof box carrier attachment*

kayak holder attachment*

fork mount bike
carrier attachment*

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now

Buy GTI Accessories Now Buy GTI Accessories Now
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Jetta

Who said looks don’t matter?

From license plate frames to pedal caps and lip spoilers, it’s the little things that 
can have a huge impact on making your Jetta stand out. If you truly want to 
express your style, better watch out: it’ll be like driving an exclamation point.

Sport & Design

Any way you want it.

This is your Jetta we’re talking about here. Yes, it’s the color you 
want. But does it scream you yet? Is it that perfect reflection of 
your lifestyle? To get it just right, make sure it’s accessorized just 
the way you want it. We’ve got lots to choose from so you can 
customize at your convenience and turn a Jetta into your Jetta.

Comfort & Protection

Live large with little maintenance.

Now you can help keep your car clean and organized with minimum effort. 
From floor mats to trunk liners and splash guards to luggage nets, everything 
is custom tailored to fit your Jetta—and designed to match your style.

25  |  Jetta

rear lip spoiler

pedal caps

mojomats®

heavy duty trunk liner 
with cargo blocks

license plate frame

custom car covers

monster mats®

Buy Jetta Accessories Now Buy Jetta Accessories Now

Buy Car Covers Now
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CommunicationKeep in touch.

Just because you’re in your car doesn’t mean you have to be out of reach. 
Hear a song you like on the radio? If you have an iPod® with tagging adapter, 
you can tag it as a favorite. And with the in-dash navigation system, directions 
and points of interest are at your fingertips.

26  |  Jetta

A roundup of choices.

Black? Silver? Anthracite? How many spokes? And do you prefer 17 inches or 18? 
With several wheels to choose from, this is a tough question to answer. So take 
your time—the right ones are sure to roll to the top of your list.

Wheels Jetta:

17˝ Karthoum Wheel

17˝ Onyx Wheel

17˝ Silex Wheel

18˝ Motorsport Wheel

18˝ Topas Wheel

Base Carrier Bars

Body Styling Kit

Chrome Grill with Accents

Chrome Look Rear Accent

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Door Sill Protection

First Aid Kit

Fog Light Retrofit Kit

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

License Plate Frames

Lip Spoiler

Locking Wheel Bolts

Luggage Net

MDI Adapter Cables

MEDIA-IN Retrofit Kit

MojoMats®

Monster Mats® (Jetta, TDI, GLI)

Park Distance Control

Pedal Caps

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Radio Navigation System RNS315

Side Window Deflectors

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Sunroof Air Deflector

Valve Stem caps

17˝ silex wheel17˝ onyx wheel

18˝ topas wheel 18˝ motorsport wheel

mdi adapter cables ipod® is a registered trademark of apple, inc.

many restrictions apply to the ipod® with tagging adapter. see owner’s manual for details.

17 ˝ karthoum wheel

Buy Jetta Accessories Now Buy Jetta Accessories Now

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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Jetta 
SportWagen Wheels. Not optional. Exceptional.

Few things change the look of your car as quickly as a different set of wheels. And 
we have quite a variety to choose from—all designed specifically for your Jetta 
SportWagen, so they’re the best choice for looks, safety, and performance.

Wheels

The difference is in the details.

It’s the little touches that help turn a car into your car. Good thing the 
Jetta SportWagen offers a whole collection of sport and design accessories 
created specifically for your Jetta SportWagen. What’s your style?

Sport & Design

More room. More style. More you.

Ready for a different kind of wagon? Your Jetta SportWagen 
has it all. And now you can customize your car to truly make 
it match your life and your style. Sporty? Smart? Bold? We’ve 
got accessories to make that look happen—and carry all your 
stuff at the same time. You’ll see: this is no ordinary wagon.

18˝ motorsport black 18˝ topas silver

17˝ silex silver17˝ onyx black 18˝ goal anthracite 18˝ karthoum black

mdi retrofit kit

radio navigation system rns315

ipod® is a registered trademark of apple, inc. mdi adapter cables

The latest sights, sounds, and technology.

Stay up-to-date, even when you’re on the road. Keep in touch with friends 
and family through hands-free receptivity. Rock out to your favorite tunes by 
connecting your music player. And discover new sights—the navigation system 
will help make sure you don’t get lost.

Communication

b pillar dÉcor kit - carbon fiber look

hatch top spoiler

pedal caps

license plate frame
Buy Jetta SportWagen Accessories Now Buy Jetta SportWagen Accessories Now

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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Comfort & Protection

Attract admiring looks. Repel dirt and chaos.

Whether your passengers wipe their feet before they get into your car or not, our 
floor mats help make sure your carpet stays clean. And we have accessories to 
help keep the Jetta SportWagen’s extra-large storage spaces organized, too.

Transport

Sure, you can take that with you.

Let’s face it; it’s always better to have more storage space. And with these 
accessories, you’ll be able to take pretty much any gear you want. Skis? Check. 
Surfboard? Check. Bikes? Check. Even a roof box for all the little things you’ll 
need for the family road trip.

deluxe sliding
ski/snowboard
attachment*

surfboard holder attachment*roof box carrier attachment*

fork mount bike
carrier attachment*

*shown with base carrier bars.

bike holder
attachment*

kayak holder 
attachment*

canoe holder
attachment*

rear and side window sun blinds

heavy duty trunk liner with cargo blocksmojomats®monster mats®

Jetta SportWagen:

17˝ Onyx Wheel

17˝ Silex Wheel

18˝ Goal Wheel

18˝ Karthoum Wheel

18˝ Motorsport Wheel

18˝ Topas Wheel

B Pillar Trim in Carbon Fiber or 
Brushed Aluminum Look

Cargo Net

Chrome Mirror Caps

Chrome Rear Accent Strip

First Aid Kit

Front and Rear Valance

Hatch Top Spoiler

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

License Plate Frame

MDI Kit and Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Pedal Caps

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Radio Navigation System RNS315

Rear and Side Window Sun Blinds

Side Skirts

Side Window Deflectors

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Warning Triangle

Buy Jetta SportWagen Accessories Now Buy Jetta SportWagen Accessories Now
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Passat Sport & Design

Bigger. Better. 
And way more about you.

Yes, the Passat has exceptional new features. And yes, 
it offers more space to drivers and passengers. That 
also means that this is a huge opportunity for you to 
add finishing details and accessories—all great ways 
to enhance the first car produced at our factory in 
Chattanooga, TN. Talk about turning your Passat into 
your very own all-American beauty.

Comfort & Protection

Protect your car inside and out, right from the start.

From floor mats to luggage nets, door sill protectors to trunk liners, our accessories 
can help keep your Passat clean and organized at all times. We even have custom 
car covers that help protect every inch of your car’s exterior—and keep your style 
intact, too.
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Add your personal touch here. And here. And here.

Just because the new Passat is a completely redesigned model doesn’t mean you 
can’t add your own style. Check out our sport and design accessories—each one is 
specifically designed for the Passat, so whatever you choose will be a perfect match.

Sport & Design
mojomats®

monster mats®

door sill protection

heavy duty trunk liner 
with cargo blocks

rear lip spoiler

pedal caps license plate frame

Buy Passat Accessories Now Buy Passat Accessories Now
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Communication

Hands free. Fully connected. Mapped out. Wow.

The Passat already comes standard with Bluetooth® technology. But why 
stop there? Plug in almost any digital device into your stereo with our MDI 
adapter cables. And get the in-dash navigation system to find your way to 
any destination—and back.
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Awesomeness measured in spokes and inches.

Here’s another great way to quickly change the look of your car: change the 
wheels. You’ll be surprised how many people will take notice. So make the most 
out of first impressions—with four times the impact.

Wheels
Passat:

18˝ Helix Wheel

18˝ Spokane Wheel

3M® Car Care Products

Alarm

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Door Sill Protection

Engine Preheater

First Aid Kit

Fog Light Retrofit Kit

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

License Plate Frames

Locking Wheel Bolts

Luggage Net

MDI Adapter Cables

MEDIA-IN Retrofit Kits

MojoMats® (available in black, gray, and tan)

Monster Mats®

Navigation Radio Retrofit

Pedal Caps

Rear Lip Spoiler

Shopping Bag Hook

Side Window Deflectors

Sun Shield

Sunroof Air Deflector

Valve Stem Caps

Warning Triangle

18˝ spokane wheel

navigation radio

18˝ helix wheel

Buy Passat Accessories Now Buy Passat Accessories Now
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Routan Sport & Design

Customize your minivan 
for maximum personality.

Your Routan can carry your whole family and then some. 
But did you know that you can easily add things to make 
it match your family’s lifestyle even more? Check out our 
extensive line of Genuine Volkswagen Accessories—
there’s sure to be something for everyone in your family.

Comfort & ProtectionEverything under control.

Form meets function in the accessories that’ll help you keep your Routan clean and 
organized. With custom, durable floor mats. Integrated yet flexible luggage nets. 
And a cargo organizer that makes sure that you have a place for everything and 
everything in its place.
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It’s big on design.

With its sporty exterior, the Routan is already miles ahead of other minivans. 
Now you can customize it by adding your personal style. Just choose from our 
list of Genuine Volkswagen Accessories designed specifically for the Routan.

Sport & Design

Front row seats for all.

Whether you sit in the front or the back, you’ll have first-class access to all kinds 
of technology. In-dash navigation. A rearview camera. In-car Wi-Fi for passengers. 
An entertainment system with a fold-down flat screen. Wireless headphones. 
The list goes on. How does your family connect?

Communication

rear seat entertainment 
with 1 screen

mojomats® monster mats®

splash 
guards

heavy duty trunk liner with cargo blocks

fog lamp kit

running boards
Buy Routan Accessories Now Buy Routan Accessories Now
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Transport
Taking multipurpose to a whole new level.

Bikes. Skis. Luggage. Even a Canoe. The Routan’s capacity is only matched 
by its versatility. From roof racks and hitch mounts to towing accessories, this 
minivan can easily keep up with whatever your family is into. So gear up.
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Routan:

3M® Car Care Products

AutoNet Mobile Wi-Fi

Cargo Net

First Aid Kit

Fog Lamp Kit

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

License Plate Frames

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Rack Attachments* 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Rear Seat Entertainment with 1 Screen

Remote Start Retrofit 3-Button FOB 
or 6-Button FOB

Running Boards

Splash Guards

Stainless Steel Door Sill Protection

Sun Shield

Sunroof Air Deflector

Towing Accessories

Trailer Hitch Cover

Volkswagen Clear Film Protection System™

Warning Triangle

Wireless Headphone Kit

surfboard
holder attachment*

hitch mount
bike attachment 
for 2 or 4 bikes

luggage platform*

canoe carrier attachment*

kayak holder
attachment*

*shown with base carrier bars.
*several restrictions apply on roof rack attachments based 
on your factory configuration. see your dealer for details.

Buy Routan Accessories Now Buy Routan Accessories Now
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Tiguan

It’s your turn to impress.

A different set of wheels is the fastest way to radically change the look of your 
Tiguan. So check out our selection of alloy wheels—they’re unequaled in style, 
fit, and performance.

Wheels

Leave bland in the dust.

Want to give your Tiguan an even more dynamic look? Try aluminum side steps 
for starters. Just remember to wash the dirt off from time to time to help keep 
the shiny bits in good shape.

Sport & Design

Turbocharged to all-star status.

With its turbocharged engine and sporty design, the 
Tiguan turns heads in a hurry. Now unleash its potential by 
customizing it to match your lifestyle to the max. Whether 
you’re exploring the urban jungle or the great outdoors, 
your car has the technology and the capability to take you 
and your gear anywhere you want to go—although with the 
Tiguan, getting there might be more than half the fun.

Transport
You want to take what where?

Of course the Tiguan can do it, that’s not the question (within reason, come on). 
What you should be asking yourself is if you have the right accessories to safely 
transport whatever needs transporting.

deluxe sliding ski/snowboard attachment*bike holder attachment*

trailer hitch and ball mount

surfboard holder attachment*

luggage platform*

*shown with base carrier bars.

license plate frame

aluminum side steps

19˝ savannah wheel18˝ davenport wheel

pedal caps

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now

Buy Tiguan Accessories Now Buy Tiguan Accessories Now
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Comfort & Protection

Keep it clean and simple.

From splash guards to floor mats to side window sun shades, look no further 
than your Volkswagen dealership to find almost anything you need to help 
protect your Tiguan’s interior and exterior. Yes, it’s that simple.
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splash guards

monster mats®luggage net mojomats®

Tiguan:

18˝ Davenport Wheel

19˝ Savannah Wheel

3M® Car Care Products

Aluminum Side Steps

Base Carrier Bars

Cargo Net

Chrome Door Handle Covers

Chrome Mirror Caps

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Door Sill Protection

First Aid Kit

Hatch Spoiler

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

License Plate Frames

Locking Wheel Bolts

Luggage Net

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Pedal Caps

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Splash Guards

Sun Shield

Towing Accessories

Valve Stem Caps

Warning Triangle

sun shade

heavy duty trunk liner 
with cargo blocksfirst aid kit

Buy Tiguan Accessories Now Buy Tiguan Accessories Now
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Touareg
You’ve got four chances to make a big statement.

What’s one of the first things you notice when a Touareg rolls by? Admit it—it’s the 
wheels. Shiny. Spoked. Aggressive. Choose from our alloy wheels to get the ones 
you want and you can be sure people will take notice.

Wheels

Transport yourself—and your gear—in style.

Who says that such a useful vehicle like the Touareg can’t have a little pizzazz? 
Take a look at our accessories to give your car the custom look you want. You’ll be 
surprised how big an impact even the smallest detail can have.

Sport & Design

Leave it all behind while taking 
it all with you.

The Touareg can take you practically anywhere you want to go. 
Whether it’s the local bike trail, a campground, or your favorite 
picnic spot at the park. But what good would getting there be if 
you can’t bring all your stuff? That’s where Touareg accessories 
come in. They can handle pretty much anything you throw at 
them. Oh, and they’ll do it stylishly, too.

roof edge spoiler
Transport

If you let it, your Touareg will carry that for you.

The Touareg sure is eager to please. Not only will it take you just about 
anywhere, but it’ll carry all your gear, too. Things like bikes, skis, or luggage. 
Even funky-shaped surfboards and snowboards. Whatever you’re into, the 
Touareg will be right there with you.

19˝ diorit alloy wheel

deluxe sliding ski/snowboard attachment*bike holder attachment*

trailer hitch cover

surfboard holder attachment*

luggage platform*

side steps

*shown with base carrier bars.

Find Your Volkswagen Dealer Now
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Comfort & Protection

Just because you can go practically 
everywhere doesn’t mean dirt should.

With a Touareg, it’s not uncommon to find yourself off the beaten path. 
So having floor mats that help protect your carpets is a good idea. And 
since the Touareg is so darn handy for carrying things, having a way to 
organize your cargo area is a smart thing, too.
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Touareg:

19˝ Diorit Alloy Wheel

Aluminum Side Steps

Base Carrier Bars

Custom Car Covers (VWCarCovers.com)

Fender Flare Kit

Flexible Trunk Liner

Front and Rear Skid Plates

Hard Shell Cargo Liner

Heavy Duty Trunk Liner with CarGo Blocks

Locking Wheel Bolts

Luggage Net

Luggage Platform

MDI Adapter Cables

MojoMats®

Monster Mats®

Rack Attachments 
(bikes, roof box carrier, kayak, snow/ski, luggage platform)

Rear Hatch and Side Window Sun Blinds

Roof Edge Spoiler

Side Window Deflectors

Splash Guards

Trailer Hitch Cover

Trunk Liner with Built-in Organizer

Trunk Organizer

Towing Accessories

Volkswagen Clear Film Protection System™

Warning Triangle

flexible trunk liner

monster mats®

luggage net

rear hatch and side window sun blinds

trunk organizer

side window 
deflectors

mojomats®

Communication

mdi adapter cables

mdi retrofit kit ipod® is a registered trademark of apple, inc.

splash guards

Buy Touareg Accessories Now Buy Touareg Accessories Now
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